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    PACMAT 100 Nitrile RubberPACMAT 100 Nitrile Rubber  $54.99$54.99 
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 Description  Description 

Equip your studio or recreation center classroom with the PACMAT 100 to give dancers andEquip your studio or recreation center classroom with the PACMAT 100 to give dancers and
gymnasts a comfortable space to practice their routines. Whether youre guiding a yoga classgymnasts a comfortable space to practice their routines. Whether youre guiding a yoga class
through warrior pose and downward dog or stretching out during a tough Pilates session, youthrough warrior pose and downward dog or stretching out during a tough Pilates session, you
and your students can rely on the mat to provide cushioned impact resistance. Hold each poseand your students can rely on the mat to provide cushioned impact resistance. Hold each pose
longer thanks to the Nitrile™ rubber surface, which creates a reliable grip.longer thanks to the Nitrile™ rubber surface, which creates a reliable grip.

75 in. length x 24 in. width x 0.4 in. thickness75 in. length x 24 in. width x 0.4 in. thickness

Cellular foam resists cracking, peeling and tearing to last through session after sessionCellular foam resists cracking, peeling and tearing to last through session after session

Customize the size of each mat thanks to the self-sealing design, which allows you toCustomize the size of each mat thanks to the self-sealing design, which allows you to
cut mats without frayingcut mats without fraying

Nitrile™ rubber construction helps minimize impact to protect athletes knees and elbowsNitrile™ rubber construction helps minimize impact to protect athletes knees and elbows

Water-resistant surface holds up to sweat and repeated cleaningWater-resistant surface holds up to sweat and repeated cleaning
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Specifications:Specifications:

Activity: Gymnastics, Stretching, YogaActivity: Gymnastics, Stretching, Yoga

Color: BlueColor: Blue

Color Family: BlueColor Family: Blue

Material: NitrileMaterial: Nitrile

Maximum comfort & Impact resistanceMaximum comfort & Impact resistance

Special Warranty:1 YearSpecial Warranty:1 Year
Unit:EAUnit:EA
Shipment Type:Small PackShipment Type:Small Pack
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